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DEFINITIONS
CIRCUIT
One or more facilities which, connected in tandem, provide a single transmission path between two or
more points.
CUSTOMER
A person for whom telecommunications equipment, facilities or service have been provided by Telesat.
Person includes a partnership, firm, body corporate or politic, government or department thereof and
the legal representatives of such person.
CUSTOMER'S PRIVATE USE
A service used by a Telesat customer for his exclusive communications requirements.
DATA SERVICE
A telecommunications service other than a voice service.
RESALE
The subsequent sale or lease on a commercial basis, with or
telecommunications service leased from Telesat or from the Company.
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RESELLER
A person engaged in resale; for the purposes of this definition:
For greater certainty, a customer is deemed not to act as a reseller if the telecommunications
services that it purchases from the Company are used only by a company and one or more affiliates
(as defined in this tariff item with the substitution of "customer" for "company"); a company and
its franchises or authorized franchisees; or a co-operative organization and its associated member
companies.
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For greater certainty, a government is deemed not to act as a reseller, if the telecommunications
services that it purchases from the Company are used only by departments, agencies, crown
corporations or other entities:
a)
declared by statute to be part of the government in question; or
b)
with respect to the employees of which the government has the obligation as employer.
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SHARING
The use by two or more persons, in an arrangement not involving resale, of a telecommunications service
leased from Telesat or from the Company.
SHARING GROUP
A group of persons engaged in sharing; for the purposes of this definition:
For greater certainty, a customer is deemed not to act as a sharing group if the telecommunications
services that it purchases from the Company are used only by a company and one or more affiliates
(as defined in this tariff item with the substitution of "customer" for "company"); a company and
its franchises or authorized franchisees; or a co-operative organization and its associated member
companies.
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SUPPLEMENTAL EQUIPMENT
Equipment required to provide the functions requested by Telesat to meet Telesat specified design
parameters.
It is in addition to that equipment necessary to provide the connections ordered by
Telecom Decision 86-21 dated 86 11 28.
TYPE 1T CONNECTION
The connection of a circuit, owned or leased by Telesat, to the Company's local central office
switching equipment through a circuit owned by the Company.
TYPE 2T CONNECTION
The connection of a circuit, owned or leased by Telesat, to a customer's equipment or facilities or a
customer's centrex facility which in turn is connected to the Company's central office switching
equipment or to a Company private circuit.
USER
User means a member of a sharing group or a customer of a reseller using Telesat's telecommunications
services for the user's private communications needs.
VOICE SERVICE
A two-way telecommunications service involving direct real-time voice communication between two or more
natural persons, but does not include a service the voice aspect of which is limited to the
co-ordination or setting up of a data service.
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